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A methodology for selecting interaction techniques
for users with disabilities

in the context of the B-ISDN environment.
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Abstract

This report proposes a methodology for selecting appropriate interaction techniques and devices which
meet the motor, sensory, communication and cognitive abilities of different user groups. The proposed
solutions are targeted to B-ISDN services and assume the multimedia capabilities of a broadband
network environment. The methodology mainly concerns the User Interface (UI) part which handles
the low level (i.e lexical) interaction issues - i.e. those related to the external representation of service
information and to the UI properties which are directly viewed/manipulated by the user. It incorporates
a theoretical investigation of lexical interaction issues together with the results of a practical evaluation
of some of the identified lexical interaction possibilities. The theoretical work identifies some
important interaction tasks and their associated techniques/devices, as a basic set of design elements
on which lexical interaction in a multimedia/multimodal environment can be build. These
tasks/techniques are analysed under a set of usability criteria in order to assess their appropriateness
for different user groups, and to propose enhancements and alternatives. Finally, a subset of the
identified techniques is practically evaluated through observational studies carried out for specific user
groups (blind and inexperienced sighted users).
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past, the design of interactive computer applications has rarely considered system usability and
human factors issues. It has mainly focused on the provision of advanced technological solutions to
technology experts and scientists. Today, computers are used in many every-day life activities and
as a consequence human factors and usability issues are becoming major considerations in the design
of interactive systems.

Despite the increasing interest in usability issues, there is still a limited effort towards the inclusion
of the requirements of disabled people in the human factors specifications, according to which
interactive applications are designed. Considering the continuously increasing use of computers in
many daily activities, it becomes important to allow users with disabilities equal access to the new
technology and to the available computer-based applications. This requirement becomes more
important with the introduction of broadband digital networks1 [RACE90] which allow the connection
of computers with high speed links facilitating the distribution of community-wide services2 . The
expected prevalence of multimedia services distributed through networked computers will result in an
increased need for accessibility by people with special needs. Community-wide services open new
opportunities for integration of disabled people into the society since they offer new possibilities for
interpersonal communication, work at home, education and entertainment. It is thus important to
include disabled user requirements into the design of the new network services and support flexible
designs which can be easily configured to the abilities and preferences of the target user population.

Contributing towards the above goal, this report investigates a number of interaction techniques that
can be utilised during the User-Service interaction, and proposes a methodology for selecting among
the identified techniques those which meet the motor, sensory, communication and cognitive abilities
of various user groups with disabilities.

The proposed methodology examines user interface (UI) design for services which are provided
through a B-ISDN environment 3. It also assumes that service delivery is done through networked
computer terminals rather than specialised terminal devices. The existence of a computer-terminal
allows the configurability of the system according to the user needs, while hardwired solutions found
in apparatus like the present telephone and facsimile machines provide minimal or less configuration
possibilities. The proposed solutions are equally applicable to present applications (i.e those running
on standalone systems or local networks) since the network is eventually transparent to the user and
the methodology focuses on the UI issues which are independent from the existence of a network.

There are three basic levels in which User-Service interaction can be analysed, following an abstraction
of the data flow between the user and the service . These interdependent levels concern the utilisation

1 The RACE Programme of the Commission of the European Union (Research and Development
in Advanced Communications Technologies) promotes technological solutions for future Integrated
Broadband Communications in Europe. RACE covers major aspects of terrestrial networks, satellites
and mobile telecommunications. It is also concerned with telecommunications services, their definition
and exploitation by end-users.

2The introduction of community-wide services implies a much wider utilisation than that of
present applications and thus an increased diversity of user abilities, skills and preferences.

3The reported work has been carried out in the context of RACE project R1066 IPSNI and RACE
II project R2009 IPSNI-II which have addressed the problem of accessibility of future B-ISDN
terminals and services by users with special needs.
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of the input/output devices attached to a terminal (lexical level), the utilisation of interaction
techniques through which the dialogue with the computer takes place (syntactic level), and the
communication of information between the user and the service (semantic level). In all three levels
a number of issues can be identified which influence the effectiveness and efficiency of interaction and
indicate the accessibility problems that may arise.

- At the lexical level, accessibility problems may arise if the input/output devices can not meet
the user ’s motor and sensory abilities so that the user can effectively manipulate them and
get the required feedback. For example, a mouse can be hardly (or not at all) manipulated by
a motor impaired user, and a visual display is useless for a blind user.

- At the syntactic level, problems might arise when the dialogue syntax and the utilised
interaction techniques do not meet the user’s communication and cognitive abilities. For
example, the use of a command driven interface is not appropriate, if the user cannot
understand written language (language impaired), and a complex direct manipulation interface
might cause problems to cognitive impaired users. Additionally, the utilised interaction
techniques are not independent of the selected input/output devices, necessary for the
realisation of the interaction techniques, and thus they determine to a considerable degree the
type of techniques and dialogue style which can be utilised. For example, the use of only
speech for presentation of information to the user, limits the possibilities of information
multiplexing (multiple windows) due to the sequential nature of the audio channel.

- At the semantic level, the multimedia information transferred to the terminal (text, graphic
symbols, images, etc) should be perceivable and intelligible to the user. In other words the
information exchanged through a particular service should meet the sensory, communication
and cognitive abilities of the user. For example, an image can not be perceived by a blind
user and is still very difficult to support automatic textual descriptions of images. In the same
manner even a very simple document of text can not be read by a language impaired user.

The above potential difficulties can be resolved with the appropriate design of the parts which
constitute a service. In general, an interactive service can be divided into the part which is responsible
for the manipulation and transfer of the service information - the so called functional part - and the
UI part which is responsible for the communication with the user.

The proposed methodology concerns the appropriate design of the UI part and more specifically it
concentrates on the lexical level and partly on the syntactic level of the User-Service interaction. The
examination of the syntactic level is partial since the methodology analyses individual interaction
techniques, but is not concerned with the appropriate combination of the proposed techniques in the
context of specific metaphors. The methodology examines the lexical and syntactic levels of interaction
in a combined way. Instead of separately analysing input/output devices and alternative ways of using
them, it examines a number of interaction techniques which can serve important user tasks, and
considers the input/output devices as the set of hardware requirements for utilising these techniques.

There is also an issue which is not covered in this report, but it is equally important to the UI design
for the provision of accessible services. It concerns the design of the service functional part, which
influences the semantic level of interaction. A well designed interface combined with a service
functional part which does not consider user abilities might result into a system which supports the
user to communicate his/her requests and goals, but fails to provide the requested information in a
perceivable and intelligible form. In general, there are two possible solutions for the inclusion of
disabled user requirements in the design of the service’s functional part. The first one is related to the
augmentation of the service functionality with the introduction of additional components capable of
providing the service information in alternative forms. This can be achieved through the introduction
of redundancy in the stored data (e.g. add subtitles in video information) or the provision of facilities
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for automatic transduction of the transmitted information (e.g. transduce text into speech before
transmition). The second solution concerns the development of new special services which serve the
requirements of specific user groups. This solution is usually considered in cases where the first can
not be applied or the application results in ineffective User-Service communication. A more extended
discussion on the possible solutions for appropriate design of the service functionalities can be found
in [RACE94].

The reported methodology establishes a basis for the development of multimodal interfaces. Besides
facilitating more efficient ways of interaction, the interface multimodality is the means through which
the requirements of various user groups (including disabled users) can be fulfilled. The issues of
multimodal communication concern the evaluation of individual modalities for the various user groups
and span to the combination of different modalities for the efficient completion of complex service
tasks.

The methodology examines the modality issues in the context of interaction tasks and techniques. A
typical multiprocessing graphical environment is assumed as the basic interaction platform. This
assumption ensures the compatibility of the proposed methodology with currently available technology,
and facilitates the utilisation of existing knowledge on graphical environments4. According to the
assumed interaction environment a set of interaction tasks which are commonly performed by a user
are identified and the possible interaction techniques which can serve the tasks are examined for
various user groups. The effectiveness of the considered techniques is determined by the degree to
which the required input/output devices (i.e those required for user input and feedback from the
technique) are compatible with the sensory and communication abilities which are considered typical
for each user group. As a second step the efficiency of the techniques is also examined taking into
account the motor, memory and cognitive load imposed by the techniques. In this way, it is possible
to select between two appropriate (i.e. effective) techniques which is the more efficient for a specific
user group (e.g. for motor impaired users we should prefer those techniques which impose less motor
load).

In order to provide a preliminary evaluation of the theoretical issues addressed in the report, the
methodology has been applied for the selection of appropriate techniques and the construction of
simple multimodal interfaces to multiprocessing environments. The interfaces utilise keyboard and
mouse interaction together with visual, auditory (speech and sounds) and tactile (Braille) output for
the provision of access to multiprocessing environments (i.e. different processes running in different
windows) for blind users. The constructed interfaces have been tested through observational studies
of a group of blind users and a group of inexperienced sighted users.

The proposed methodology addresses the issue of multimodal interface design up to the level at which
different modalities may exist, but only a single one is utilised for the completion of an interaction
task. The issue of combining modalities (this is termed as modality fusion in [COUT93b] for the
completion of complex interaction tasks as well as the appropriate combination of modalities in
consecutive user tasks is not addressed. An analysis of the issues of modality fusion/fission can be
found in [COUT93b] and [COUT93a].

4 The methodology can be also seen as a theoretical investigation of ways to enhance existing
graphical environments with new interaction techniques, towards the provision of multimodal interfaces
which fulfil the needs of both able and disabled users.
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This report consists of three sections:

- In the first section, a basic set of interaction tasks is identified and the possible interaction
techniques that may serve the task are analysed in terms of their characteristics and
requirements.

- In the second section, the selected techniques are examined in terms of their appropriateness
for various user groups with disabilities. The basic criteria for the theoretical evaluation of
each technique are:

- Required user input and output channels (motor and sensory abilities)
- Imposed user load expressed in terms of perceptual, cognitive and motor load

(cognitive and communication abilities)
- Error proneness and feedback type (sensory, motor, cognitive and communication

abilities)

- In the third section, the proposed methodology is practically evaluated through the construction
and testing of simple dialogue scenario for interaction of blind users with multiprocessing
environments (we assume a spatial arrangement of the various processes in different working
areas as is the case with graphical windows).

The expansion in the number of users and target groups, and the multimodal/multimedia nature of
the emerging broadband services introduces a whole new set of accessibility/usability problems and
increases the demand for incorporation of human factors in the design of the interfaces that serve the
user to service interaction. The methodology presented in this report aims to contribute towards the
design of better interfaces which support more efficient and natural ways of interaction and take into
account the requirements of the various user groups with disabilities. While the methodology is
basically theoretical it can serve as a basis for UI design tools which incorporate knowledge (related
to the proposed methods) in order to assist the designer to select the appropriate interaction techniques
on the basis of the abilities and requirements of a target user group. An extension of the methodology
and a description of a UI design tool which selects interaction techniques on the basis of user group
abilities is described in [HOM93].

Background and related work

Since current literature about human factors in a multimedia environment is still very limited
[FROH92], the present examination has been primarily based on findings in text-based and graphical
environments, and has been augmented to cover issues raised in a multimedia environment, such as
the dominance of any particular modality in a multimedia interface, the separate (multimodal) or
integrated (mixed modalities) combinations, where language and action modes are either presented as
alternative input or output methods, or as integral components of a single method.

Foreseen telecommunication environments are expected to be accompanied with multimodal, graphical
user interfaces [RACE94]. The experience so far shows that the graphical user interfaces are designed
and developed taking into account the interaction needs, requirements and abilities of able users which
are different from those of users with disabilities [THIM90] [MACK91]. For example, graphical user
interfaces support interaction techniques which require the utilisation of the mouse device and
relatively fine hand-eye coordination. Unfortunately, many users are not able to handle these
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environments due to disabilities in performing fine motor movements with their hands or visual
impairments. Alternative interaction techniques need to be proposed, which could help those users to
perform basic interaction tasks in these environments [MYNA92].

It is therefore important to investigate the appropriateness of interaction techniques and devices
regarding the various interaction tasks that must be accomplished by a disabled end user during the
user-to-terminal and user-to-service interaction, according to the individual user needs and abilities
[LUSI93a] [LUSI93b].

Studies from the literature dealing with interaction techniques and devices have also been taken into
account in the framework of the reported work. Some of them are: a taxonomy of input devices, which
provides a systematic view of input device properties [BUXT83b]; work focusing on the mapping
between information transmitted from devices and application semantics and specifies expressiveness
and effectiveness criteria for evaluating and comparing alternative designs [MACK90]; methodologies
for the selection of interaction techniques selection [BLES90]; etc.

In [FOLE84], a systematic analysis is provided to aid the designer of User Interfaces on the selection
of appropriate interaction techniques, according to various human factors criteria (e.g. physiological
and ergonomic issues, cognitive criteria, etc). Work in [FOLE81] and [FOLE84] has been considered
as the most appropriate basis, in terms of consistency and completeness, for the development of a
methodology for selecting interaction techniques for users with disabilities.

The initial set of interaction tasks and the associated interaction techniques have been considered for
the definition of the elementary tasks that a user should perform regarding the dialogue in a
multimedia B-ISDN environment [IPSNI91] [FROH92]. Due to the fact that the requirements of
disabled users are considered in the context of services provided through a telecommunications
network, various additional issues not explicitly addressed in the past have also been considered, such
as the interaction dialogue control and sequencing [HIX87], the on-line help facilities and the particular
media and modalities handling [KOLL87] [KOLL88].

In order to take advantage of a multimedia environment, various interaction techniques based on
different media (in isolation or combined) have been identified. Thus, the original set of interaction
techniques, as it is defined in [FOLE84], has been extended further to specifically address the
interaction requirements of disabled users in special I/O devices and interaction modalities (e.g. eye
gaze or time scanning systems with keyboard emulation for the case of motor impaired users, output
on tactile surfaces and Braille displays for the case of blind users, special mouse devices, etc).
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2. INTERACTION TASKS AND TECHNIQUES IN A MULTIMEDIA
ENVIRONMENT

2.1 Definitions

User Interface design is a complex and multilevel exercise, in which the various kinds of interactive
activities are supported through the employment of appropriate software and hardware technologies.
The designer of an interactive system must define everything about the user-computer interface,
ranging from the concepts the user must conceive, down to the finer details of presentation
characteristics such as screen formats, layout, colours, etc, interaction techniques and device
characteristics [KOLL88].

The overall design process contains the requirements definition (task analysis) [FLEI84] and the
definition of the interaction dialogue between the computer and the user. More specifically, the
definition of the interaction dialogue involves the definition of the conceptual model with which the
user must deal and is sometimes called the user’s "mental model". The conceptual model embodies
the developmental components of the detailed semantics, the definition of the semantics a particular
dialogue conveys (which follows from the conceptual model and the functional requirements), the
definition of the dialogue, which defines how the units that convey semantics are assembled into a
complete "sentence" that "instructs" the system to perform a task, and the lexical design, which
requires selection of physical devices and of the interaction techniques by which these devices will be
employed. This multilevel approach of human-computer interaction (i.e. different levels of abstraction)
is adopted by [KOLL87], where the process of the user interacting with the system / application is
described as a closed loop interaction cycle (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: A layered model of Human-Computer Interaction ([KOLL87])

According to [FOLE84], where a linguistic approach is adopted for the design of an interactive system,
the primitive building blocks of interaction dialogues, forming a complete "sentence" to an interactive
system, are interaction tasks. For instance, the "move entity" command can be specified by the user
with the entry of a position, an entity and the imperative "move" to the system. Furthermore, the
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interaction tasks are performed by means of interaction techniques. A similar, well known approach
[KOLL87] to this classification is to use abstractions of the different physical input operations, the so-
called logical input devices. Thus, each of the logical input devices can be realised by different
implementations of input techniques, in other words, for each interaction task there are various
interaction techniques that can be employed [MYER89] [OLSE90] [BUXT83a]. For example, the
selection of a command by the user, can be performed by means of a selection from a pull down
menu, a specification in a command window or a selection from a set of choice buttons (see Figure
2).

Figure 2: Selection of a command realised by different interaction techniques

Furthermore, there are basic interaction technique variations mainly depending on the specific I/O
devices used [WILS86]. Regarding the previous example, and in order to perform the selection from
a set of choice buttons a number of physical devices can be used, such as a mouse, a trackball, a data
glove, a joystick, a tablet, cursor control keys, etc. This is illustrated in Figure 3, where the Interaction
Task "Select"5 realised by means of an "indirect with cursor match" interaction technique
(corresponding to the selection from a set of choice buttons on the screen) is decomposed into the
corresponding physical devices.

5 The definitions of the terms used here (e.g. the interaction task "select" and the interaction
technique "indirect with cursor match") will be given in Section 2.3.
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Interaction Task Interaction Technique
Variations of technique

related to physical devices6

Select Indirect with cursor match

Data Glove

Tablet

Mouse

Joystick

Trackball

Cursor keys

Table 1: Decomposition of a typical Human-Computer interaction task at the lexical level

The user interface designer should select the interaction techniques which best match both the
particular user’s characteristics and the specific requirements of the task, as well as select the
appropriate physical device [WIEC89].

2.2. Interaction task types and requirements

Investigation of the various interaction environments has led to the identification of the following
fundamental types of interaction tasks. These tasks are application and technology platform
independent and form the building blocks for the construction of complex interaction tasks and
(ultimately) of the complete interaction dialogue. The interaction tasks examined in this report are a
reduced set of the original interaction tasks in a graphical environment, as these have been defined in
[FOLE84].7

- Selection
- Position
- Quantify
- Command Input

These fundamental interaction tasks, together with their corresponding interaction techniques and
variations, are depicted in Figures 3 to 6.

- Selection

An item is selected from a set of alternatives. The set might be a group of commands or a collection
of displayed entities, that form part of the application information presentation. In a command-and-
control application the entities might be symbols representing troop and equipment positions. As with

6 These devices can be used as absolute or relative pointing devices and each one may impose certain
human factors considerations.

7The excluded interaction tasks are "Path" and "Orient". In the context of the work carried out
towards the development of a methodology for selecting interaction techniques, both of them have
been considered as complex instances of the interaction task "Position".
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all types of interaction tasks, we do not discuss every conceivable technique, as their number is limited
only by one’s imagination.

The application requirements for a selection task are:

- size of the set from which the selection is made, if the size is fixed, and

- range of set size, if variable.

Figure 3: Selection techniques
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- Position

A position is indicated on a visual or a pin matrix display. The position might be specified in one,
two, or three dimensions. According to the application requirements, visual feedback of the position
on the display might or might not be required.

The application requirements of the position task are:

- Dimensionality: 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D. Positioning in 1-D simply means that the position specified
is constrained to be along a line.

- Open loop or closed loop. In the former case, the user knows in advance the exact
coordinates of the position, so visual feedback of the position on the display is not an essential
part of the process in specifying the position. In the latter case, visual feedback is important
because the user adjusts the position, on the basis of the feedback, until the desired end result
has been achieved.

- Resolution expressed as parts of accuracy over the maximum range of coordinate value. An
accuracy of 0.01 inch over a range of 10 inches is one part in 1000.

Figure 4: Positioning techniques
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- Quantify

A value is specified in order to quantify a measure, such as the height of an entity, or the value, in
ohms, of a resistor. Depending on the specific technique used for the quantification, visual feedback
might or might not be required.

The application requirements of a quantification task are:

- Resolution, expressed as the number of resolvable units to be specified. For instance height
in centimetres would require about 200 units in resolution, while angle in degrees requires 360
units.

- Open loop or closed loop. In the former case, the user knows in advance the exact value to
be specified. In the latter case, the user adjusts the value on the basis of the feedback, until
the desired end result has been achieved.

Figure 5: Quantifying techniques
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- Command Input

If a text string is not part of information transferred to or stored in the system by the user but serves
as a command, then a separate interaction task is employed called "Command Input". Otherwise, as
for example in the case of a text string converted into a value, one of the possible interaction
techniques of the previous interaction tasks is employed. The main characteristic of the Command
Input task is that the user should remember the required command since the various options offered
during the interaction will not be presented to the user.

Figure 6: Command Input techniques
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2.3. Interaction techniques

Descriptions of the interaction techniques that can be used for the realisation of the above tasks (as
shown in Figures 3 to 6) follows:

- Direct control on the screen surface.
The user points to a spot on the screen with a light pen, or touches on the touch-screen using
a finger. Some problems related to the use of the light pen and the touchscreen are the
following: users need to remove their hands from the keyboard, and when the user points with
the light pen or with the finger the hand obscures part of the screen, while at the same time
keeping the arm in that position can cause fatigue. Additionally, in the case of using the light
pen, users need to reach to pick it up, while, in the case of using the touchscreen, imprecise
pointing (due to thick fingers and parallax) can possibly occur, and the screen is constantly
smudged.

- Direct control on a tactile surface.
The user explores the contents of the screen and simultaneously gives some input using a
touch sensitive pin matrix display, which can sense the pressure of the user fingers. Such
displays are still under research. This technique is more helpful to the specific user group
experienced with it (e.g. blind users), while many users are not familiar with exploring a
tactile surface.

- Direct control with a physical valuator device8.
The user specifies a numerical value using a valuator device such as a rotary or a linear
potentiometer. An advantage of this interaction technique is that end-users are already familiar
with valuator devices from every day experience and, therefore, there is minimal learning time
required.

- Indirect with cursor match.
The user points with a cursor to the desired command or item. Devices that can drive a cursor
on the screen such as a mouse, joystick, trackball and data glove or simply the cursor control
keys are used for the realisation of this technique. Compared with the "direct control on the
screen surface" technique, it eliminates the hand-fatigue and hand-obscuring-the-screen
problems, but the hand-off-keyboard and picking-up (excluding the case of the data glove)
problems still remain. Additionally, the required cognitive and motor learning time, and the
required hand-eye coordination to bring the on-screen cursor to the desired target are
increased.

Furthermore, in cases where tactile continuity is not preserved, there is an additional load on
the user’s short-term memory (e.g. when the user has to use both the mouse and the
keyboard). Repeatedly groping for the mouse or the joystick, may cause frustration and poor
performance. Cursor control keys (arrow keys) might reduce such problems and provide the
user with a more accurate way of moving the cursor since they allow operation in only two
possible directions (X-Y axis) each time, and are less susceptible to accidental bumping than
a mouse/trackball/joystick.

8 Virtual valuator devices can be found in graphical user interface toolkits in form of sliders, gauges,
etc.
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- Scale drive with one axis of locator device.
Similarly to the "indirect with cursor match" technique, devices such as a mouse, joystick,
trackball, data glove, the cursor control keys, etc, can drive a cursor on a horizontal or vertical
axis on a scale displayed on the screen in order to quantify a measure. The possible values of
the measure are displayed on the scale in order to facilitate the user quantification process.

- With character string input.
The user types in the name, abbreviation, or number of the desired command, numerical
coordinates or the numerical value on an alphanumeric keyboard. This technique can be
combined with the above mentioned indirect control with cursor match.

- Time scan.
A number of entities (commands, icons, etc) is displayed on the screen and in successive
(predetermined) time intervals the entities are highlighted one after the other. When the desired
entity is highlighted the user can select it by pressing a proper function key or a key from the
alphanumeric keyboard, or operating a single/double switch, a mouse, a joystick, etc.

The technique can be used in different ways for each case. In the case of the selection task,
the entities are the various options in the set of alternatives provided, while in the case of the
position task, the entities correspond to the possible positions that can be specified by the user.
These positions are predetermined and the user just indicates the desired one when it is
highlighted. In the case of quantify, the entities correspond to the resolvable units which are
possible values used in order to quantify the measure.

Time scan could also be used with keyboard emulators, where the keyboard is represented on
the screen and the user has an alternative way to give his input even if he is not able to use
an alphanumeric keyboard.

Finally, it might be especially useful when the items on the screen are close together. In such
a case it would be extremely difficult for some users to locate the desired item using a mouse
or even the cursor keys and consequently a time scan is preferable.

- Keyboard button push.
Instead of typing in a command string the user presses a button associated with the desired
command. The use of a programmed function keyboard for the realisation of the technique
will not cause significant problems other than an increase in long-term memory load since the
user has to remember the correspondence of commands and function keys. The association of
a small number of the most commonly used commands to function keys together with the use
of labels on these keys will minimize long-term memory load and the need for practising.
Commands can also be presented as labelled buttons arranged on the screen (soft buttons).

- Voice input.
The name of the selected command or item is uttered by the user and is then transduced to
the corresponding text string by a voice recognition system. Selection by voice input does not
usually require a voice recognition system which supports connected speech or a very large
vocabulary. A relatively inexpensive, small vocabulary, and isolated words recogniser, which
is feasible with the current state of the art, would be sufficient in most cases of selection.
Besides the fact that voice input is a very natural selection method, this technique is especially
useful in cases, where the use of the keyboard or the mouse might cause big delays. In such
cases, voice input can decrease the time required for the tasks.
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- Sketch recognition.
The user makes sequences of movements with a continuous positioning device such as a tablet
and stylus, mouse, or light pen. The sketch recognition system recognises the sequence to
determine the command that is being entered. More specifically, the user sketches a simple
pattern and then the sketch recogniser automatically matches the pattern with a set of defined
patterns, each being associated with a command. Provision commands by means of sketches
is a useful interaction technique due to the fact that no typing skill is required and tactile
continuity is preserved. Furthermore, the technique gives the opportunity to use both hands
in order to make interaction with the machine more efficient.

- Gesture recognition.
The user makes sequences of movements in 3-D space using the hands, an appropriate device
such as a data glove capturing the movements of certain parts of the hand and transmitting the
data to a gesture recognition system which determines which of a set of known movement
sequences was made by the user. The underlying concept of interaction using gestures might
look similar to the concept of interaction by means of sketches [BUXT83a]. However, there
are some fundamental differences between these two techniques. Making gestures is a natural
way of interaction, as is voice input. Gestures can be more expressive than sketches and are
much more expressive than pointing. Additionally, making gestures does not involve any
device that mediates between the user and the machine. There is no need for a mouse, a light
pen, or any other device to be operated by the user, other than sensors (e.g. a data glove)
which capture the movements and the orientation of the hand. The fact that the user
communicates using only his hand, makes interaction with gestures a more powerful and direct
way of communicating with the machine than interaction with sketches.

- Prediction.
In character prediction, a reduced keyboard is used. More than one alphabetic character is
represented on each key of the keyboard. Suitable algorithms predict which character is
required by the user when any key is pressed. Disambiguation errors may occasionally occur,
but they can be easily corrected. The user’s workload may be reduced to little more than 1
key-stroke per character on the reduced keyboard, if sophisticated techniques (e.g. probabilistic
disambiguators, adaptive modelling) are utilised.

In word prediction [HUNN90], a conventional alphanumeric keyboard is used. A predicted
word from a prediction menu is selected, thus an overall key-saving is achieved reducing the
user’s workload.

Character and word prediction could also be used in combination achieving an even greater
keying efficiency.

- Eye-gaze.
The user’s eye movements are monitored by some system usually consisting of a computer
and an eye-mark recorder with a camera mounted on it and an infra-red light emitting diode
(LED). Depending on the implementation, the system may/may not compensate for head
movements. Other important parameters when utilising eye-gaze is the resolution of the eye-
gaze observation which is limited and the fatigue caused to the user. Generally, the eye-gaze
interaction technique can be used for keyboard emulation or for pointing to a specific part of
the visual display.
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2.4. Interaction techniques requirements

Each interaction technique is characterised by a set of requirements which specify its realisation in a
specific multimedia interaction environment and its utilisation by a specific user. Consequently,
interaction techniques are described in terms of three reference points, namely the user as he is defined
with respect to his abilities, the application (i.e. the particular application nature, the underlying tasks
to be completed, etc) and the technology platform (i.e. physical devices and hardware equipment).

- Technology platform requirements, should be fulfilled for each specific technique of an
interaction task, otherwise it may not be possible to realise the technique. These requirements
link the interaction techniques under consideration with required hardware characteristics. The
availability of the required I/O devices determines the realisation of a specific technique of an
interaction task. This availability may sometimes be limited by two factors. The first is the
relative high cost, while the second is the hitherto slow progress of specific R&D activities
carried out in this technological application field.

- Application requirements, are defined by the context of the application in which the task is
embedded. For instance, a particular positioning task may require dynamic, continuous
feedback by means of a screen cursor. Additionally, the nature of the particular application,
the importance of the particular interaction tasks to be completed during the user-to-service
interaction and the interdependencies among the various application components pose
requirements which the user interface designer has to take into account, in order to select the
appropriate interaction techniques.

- Requirements for user abilities. Both application and hardware requirements should be
considered in relation to user abilities. If the user is not able to perceive and handle
information provided through a technique or is not able to handle the hardware devices that
are needed for the realisation of a technique, then the technique is considered inappropriate.

An important issue to be also addressed for the various groups of people with disabilities is the media
integration as well as the integration of the different interaction techniques, which is influenced by the
particular user needs, requirements and preferences. For instance, in the case of blind users, the
integration of the various input interaction techniques utilised in a specific interaction dialogue has to
take place with respect to the fact that blind users may already use their hands for output (when
reading the screen contents on a Braille display) as well as for input (e.g. touchpad, keyboard, mouse).

It is worth mentioning that man-machine interaction in a multimedia environment may be more
efficient if more than one interaction techniques are utilised simultaneously for a specific task.
Multimodal interaction enables the user to employ different modalities such as voice, gesture and
typing for communicating with a computer. This approach to multimodality is system-oriented. For
instance, in the case of a voice mail application, the interaction dialogue could be only multimedia (i.e.
employing more than one media) and not multimodal, since it could not have any kind of control on
the interaction dialogue on the syntactic and semantic level. A user-centred point of view may lead
to a different approach in multimodality. From the user’s perspective, the hypothetical voice mail
would be perceived as multimodal, since he employs different modalities when sending a message.
However, the possible value of media and modalities combinations needs to be practically tested by
users in a real environment in order to specify the parameters that determine their effectiveness and
efficiency.
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3. EVALUATION OF INTERACTION TECHNIQUES IN RELATION TO DISABLED
USERS

All the applicable interaction techniques of an interaction task are not considered appropriate for every
disabled user group. Thus, a number of criteria need to be set in order to enable the comparison of
techniques and the determination of their appropriateness for the various disabled users.

Evaluation of the interaction techniques is, for the present purposes, carried out in two stages.

In the first stage, the techniques for each task will be measured according to a number of criteria
related to human factors and user physical abilities required for the realization of the techniques.

In the second stage, according to the above criteria, the various techniques are characterised for each
disabled user group in terms of appropriateness and efficiency in use. The objective of such a
characterisation is to enable an effective Human-Computer dialogue design in which interaction is
tailored to the needs and abilities of the user through the selection of appropriate interaction
techniques.

Results from the first and second stage are presented in the form of tables. Additionally, tables are
supported by text where the properties of techniques are further discussed and analysed. The evaluation
of the associated techniques is based on the results found in human factors related work [PEWR84]
[RAVD89] and reflects current trends in the domains of User Interface design and Rehabilitation
Technology. Consequently, the tables provided are tentative and it is possible that certain techniques
might be measured or characterised differently if examined from a different perspective.

3.1. First stage: Criteria for evaluation of techniques

Perception, cognition and motor activity are three basic processes involved during the use of an
interaction technique. The goal of a User Interface designer is to minimize the load posed on these
processes. Consequently, three important parameters that need to be measured for each technique are
the perceptual, cognitive and motor loads.

Perceptual load refers to the amount of perceptual work required by the user in order to perceive
unintelligible physical stimuli from the terminal, recognize them as known patterns and localise them
in space. For example, considering visual perception, a technique that fails to help the user to quickly
and easily locate the required items poses high perceptual load. Although, visual stimuli is, most of
the time, present in Human-Computer interaction, considering disabled users, audio and tactile stimuli
are also very important. In a multimodal environment the offered possibility to use multiple modalities
to form techniques that efficiently utilize the user available I/O channels, might result in low
perceptual loads. On the other hand, due to the complexity introduced by the simultaneous use of
modalities, formation of techniques is more susceptible to bad design (high perceptual loads) with
absence of appropriate human factor considerations. Visual and/or auditory clutter mean high
perceptual loads and result in user fatigue. In the tables, perceptual load is characterized as High (H),
Medium (M) and Low (L).

Cognitive load refers to the degree of difficulty that a user encounters when acquiring, organizing and
retrieving information during the use of techniques or even during the learning process of a technique.
Cognitive load sometimes determines the rate of interaction with a technique. Study of the cognitive
process allows us to keep cognitive loads low when we structure hierarchical menus, determine the
number of choices to present, the type of words to use, ways to name and abbreviate commands, etc.
For example, if the cognitive work required by the user is low, besides the possible high interaction
rates, learning of the technique can proceed rapidly. In the tables, cognitive load is characterized as
High (H), Medium (M) and Low (L).
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Motor load refers to the amount of motor work required by the user in order to perform a response
to system stimuli in terms of physical actions. Usual causes of high motor load and consequently
motor fatigue are:

- poor mechanical design of physical devices
- devices that require excessive muscular strength
- devices that cause cramping by requiring uncomfortable actions for the muscles being

used
- techniques that place limbs in an unsupported position too often or for too long

In the tables, motor load is characterised as High (H), Medium (M) and Low (L).

When dealing with disabled users it is very important to consider their physical abilities in terms of
the user input / output channels employed during the use of a specific interaction technique. The
parameters related to required user abilities that have been explicitly measured in the tables are: motor
movements, speech articulation and kinaesthetic feedback. The user input channels required for the
perception of system feedback during the use of a technique are not measured in the tables. However,
a discussion on the importance of feedback and how problems related to it can be possibly solved for
each technique and each specific disabled user group, is provided in the text that follows the tables.
This approach has been adopted in order to keep the tables as simple and readable as possible.
Additionally, aspects related to feedback cannot be easily described in the tables due to the fact that
in most cases they are complicated and possibly contradictory.

Speech articulation and kinaesthetic feedback requirements are characterised as High (H), Medium (M)
and Low (L), while required motor movements might be Fine, Medium and Gross.

The last two criteria used for the determination of the appropriateness of interaction techniques are
error proneness and feedback type.

Error proneness is characterised as High (H), Medium (M) and Low (L) and indicates the degree of
susceptibility to errors of a user during the use of a technique. Error proneness should be thought as
independent from user abilities, experience or knowledge, but related to characteristics of physical
devices used and properties of the specific techniques.

Feedback type is characterised as Continuous (C) or Discrete (D) and is a useful criterion when
feedback to the user is examined, since it indicates if continuous or discrete feedback need to be given
to the user for the completion of a technique. Considering techniques where feedback to the user needs
to be provided in alternative media, feedback type is very important since it sometimes determines the
feasibility of alternative solutions.
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Parameters

Techniques

User Load User Input / Output Channels Error
Proneness

Feedback
Type

Cognitive Perceptual Motor Motor
Movement

Speech
Articulation

Kinaesth
etic

Direct on the screen L L M Fine - H L D

Direct on
a tactile surface M H M

Fine
or

Medium
L

(Opt.)
H M C

Indirect with
cursor match M M M Medium - M L C

With character
string input H H M Medium - M or H M D

Time scan H H M Gross L
(Opt.)

L M or L C

Button push L L L Gross - L L D

Sketch Recognition H M M Fine - H M C

Gesture Recognition M L H Fine - H M C

Voice Input L L L - H or M - M D

Eye gaze M L L - - - M C

Table 2: SELECTION

Parameters

Techniques

User Load User Input / Output Channels Error
Proneness

Feedback
Type

Cognitive Perceptual Motor Motor
Movement

Speech
Articulation

Kinaesthetic

Direct on the screen L L L Fine - H L D

Direct on a tactile
surface L L L Fine - H M C

Indirect with cursor
match M M M Fine - M L C

With character string
input H H M Medium - M M D

Time scan H H M Gross L(Opt.) L M C

Voice Input L L L - M - M D

Eye gaze M L L - - - M C

Table 3: POSITION
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Parameters

Techniques

User Load User Input / Output Channels Error
Proneness

Feedback
Type

Cognitive Perceptual Motor Motor
Movement

Speech
Articulation

Kinaesthetic

Direct with valuator
device M L M

Medium
or

Fine
- M L C

Direct on a tactile
surface M H M Fine L(opt) H M C

Scale drive with one axis
of locator device M M M

Medium
or

Fine
- M M

C

With character string
input H M M Medium - H or M L D

Voice input L L L - M - L D

Time scan H M M Gross L(opt) L M C

Eye gaze M L L - - - L C

Table 4: QUANTIFY

Parameters

Techniques

User Load User Input / Output Channels Error
Proneness

Feedback
Type

Cognitive Perceptual Motor Motor
Movement

Speech
Articulation

Kinaesthetic

With character string
input H H M Medium - H or M M D

Time scan
(keyboard emulation) H H M Gross L(opt) L H C

Button push H or M L L Gross - L M D

Sketch Recognition
H M M

Medium
or

Fine
- H M C

Gesture Recognition H L H Fine - H M C

Voice input L L L - H - M D

Prediction M L L
Gross

or
Medium

- L L D

Eye-gaze
(keyboard emulation) M M L - - - M C

Table 5: COMMAND INPUT
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3.2. Second stage: Characterisation of techniques for each disabled user group

The most important factors that determine if a technique is suitable, difficult to use or impossible for
a disabled user are those related to the physical abilities required for the utilisation of a technique.
Consequently, the parameters related to the required user physical abilities are considered to be of
major importance. More specifically, the steps followed for the characterisation of a technique are:

- The degree of functionality of user input / output channels is compared to the degree of
functionality required by the specific technique. It is important to mention here that some of
the techniques (e.g. selection by means of eye-gaze) which are especially designed for specific
disabled users, even if they do not pose real problems to other disabled user groups in terms
of required user channels and feedback, are considered as non-suitable for all the other
disabled user groups except those for which they are intended.

- Even if the user output channels (motor, speech, kinaesthetic) have the required functionality,
there is another important factor that needs to be examined, since it determines whether a
technique is to be used as it is, or modifications are required. This factor is related to the
feedback type required by the application and the possible difficulties that the user might
encounter during the reception of feedback, due to lack / absence of functionality of the user
input channels. In such a case the possibility of providing the technique, using alternative
media is examined. It is obvious that for those techniques where continuous feedback is
required, the problems and the demands for modifications are even greater.

- Finally, the other parameters mentioned in the tables need to be taken into account. From two
techniques that are considered suitable in terms of required physical abilities for a given
disabled user group, the most appropriate one is the technique that poses the minimal load to
user perception, cognition and motor activity. Additionally, the context in which the technique
is to be used, the characteristics of physical devices used to implement the technique and the
user’s experience and knowledge influence to a great extent the characterisation and the
selection of techniques. While it is not possible to include such parameters within the present
tables, a discussion about all these important factors is, nevertheless, provided in the text that
accompanies these tables.

The characterisation of the interaction techniques for each disabled user group is theoretical, i.e. it does
not build on experimental procedures and statistical outcomes, but, on the other hand, it is based on
the appropriateness of the various interaction techniques with respect to the average characteristics
(i.e. motor, sensory, cognitive and communication abilities) of each disabled user category. In
particular, a user should be able to handle the input devices (motor ability), perceive the feedback
provided by the technique (sensory) and respond to it (communication) and, finally, understand the
semantics of the performed interaction (cognitive).

In order to provide a more useful examination, the interaction techniques are not characterised as
appropriate or not appropriate; instead of this, a ranking procedure has been applied. The purpose of
the ranking is to provide means to the interface designer to choose the most appropriate interaction
technique while taking into account other factors such as cost, availability of the interaction technique,
etc. For instance, though a pin matrix display might enable a blind user to perceive graphical
information, on the other hand it is not a currently commercially available technology. Moreover,
though gesture recognition is a promising technique to be employed by blind users, it is still expensive
and not fully developed (i.e. operational limitations do still exist). Therefore, though keyboard
interaction is generally considered as less effective, it is considered as most suitable for blind user
interaction in terms of the severity of restriction in activity performance.

The basis for the ranking has been the "International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities, and
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Handicaps" of the World Health Organisation [WHO80]. There, as far as scale categories are
concerned, four goals for intervention in regard to disability are recognised, namely:

(i) Disability prevention, when the individual is able to perform activities unaided and on
his own without difficulty

(ii) Enhancement, when the individual is able to perform activities unaided and on his
own but only with difficulty

(iii) Supplementation, when the individual is able to perform activities only with aid,
including that of others

(iv) Substitution, when the individual cannot perform activities, even with aid.

A discrete scale of values between 0 and 2 is used for the characterisation of techniques where 0
implies that no adaptations should take place and the interaction technique is suitable for the specific
user group, 1 implies a moderate appropriateness and 2 implies that significant adaptations have to take
place in order to enable the specific user group to utilise this interaction technique. Moreover, there
also exist interaction techniques which are totally inappropriate for a specific user category. These are
characterised as not suitable with the abbreviation "NS". The detailed meaning of the scale values is
described below:

0: The technique is suitable for the specific disabled user group. The required
user channels (considering also the channels for the perception of system
feedback) are functioning properly and the technique is expected to be, in
most cases, sufficient for the completion of the task. This means that factors
such as user experience/knowledge, or the context of the task under
consideration (application specific factors) are not expected to influence to a
great extent the usefulness of the given technique for the specific disabled
user group.

1: Technique requirements are fulfilled by the specific disabled user group but
some factors limit the usefulness of the technique. Techniques that are heavily
based on user experience and knowledge (e.g. reading Braille, sensing a tactile
display in order to understand graphics), techniques that in most cases, or
within the context of specific applications, are not sufficient for the
completion of a task, or techniques that are suitable in terms of required
physical abilities, but not the most suitable ones in terms of human factors
(e.g. pose high cognitive/motor/perceptual load or have high error rates) are
considered to be in this category. In other words, considering a specific
disabled user group, the difficulty is inherent to the technique and there are
no obvious and feasible adaptations that will improve user efficiency.

2: The technique requires adaptations in order to be useful for the specific
disabled user group. Use of alternative media for the provision of feedback
(e.g. audio instead of visual feedback), modifications to the physical devices
(e.g. use of bigger keys, labels on buttons, etc) are possible adaptations.
Considering a multi-media terminal, special I/O devices and I/O transduction
are related to such adaptations for the provision of the techniques to all
disabled user groups.

NS (Not Suitable): The technique cannot be used by the specific disabled user group, due to
physical or conceptual limitations. Adaptations are not possible, or even if
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they are, the usefulness of the adapted technique is very limited. Additionally,
techniques that are physically and conceptually possible, but especially
designed for a specific disabled user group are considered in most case as
"Not-suitable" (NS) for other user groups. This is due to the fact that since the
techniques are intended for a small number of users they may require special
devices and/or utilise channels which are not, in most cases used, by the
population at large resulting in very slow interaction rates. Consequently, they
are limited in terms of their generality and usefulness.
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Disabled User
Groups

Techniques

Blind Low
Vision

Deaf Speech
Impaired

Cognitively
Impaired

Language
Impaired

Motor
Impaired

Deaf-
Blind

Direct on the screen NS 2 0 0 0 2 or 0 NS NS

Direct on a tactile surface 1 1 NS NS NS NS NS 1

Indirect with cursor match 2 2 0 0 1 2 or 0 2 2

With character string input 2 2 0 0 1 NS 2 or NS 2

Time scan 2 2 0 0 1 2 or 0 1 2

Button push 2 2 0 0 1 2 or 0 2 2

Sketch Recognition 2 2 0 0 1 0 NS 2

Gesture Recognition 2 2 0 0 1 0 NS 2

Voice input 2 2 0 NS 0 NS 0 2

Eye-gaze NS NS NS NS NS NS 0 NS

Table 7: SELECTION

Disabled User
Groups

Techniques

Blind Low
Vision

Deaf Speech
Impaired

Cognitively
Impaired

Language
Impaired

Motor
Impaired

Deaf-
Blind

Direct on the screen NS NS 0 0 0 0 NS NS

Direct on a tactile surface 0 1 NS NS NS NS NS 0

Indirect with cursor match 2 2 0 0 1 0 2 2

With character string input 2 2 0 0 1 NS 2 or NS 2

Time scan 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 2

Voice input 2 2 0 NS 1 NS 0 2

Eye-gaze NS NS NS NS NS NS 0 NS

Table 8: POSITION
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Disabled User
Groups

Techniques

Blin
d

Low
Vision

Deaf Speech
Impaired

Cognitively
Impaired

Language
Impaired

Motor
Impaired

Deaf-
Blind

Direct with valuator device NS NS 0 0 1 1 NS NS

Direct on a tactile surface 1 1 NS NS NS NS NS 1

Scale drive with one axis
of locator device 2 2 0 0 1 1 or 2 2 2

With character string input 2 2 0 0 1 NS 2 or NS 2

Voice input 2 2 0 NS 1 NS 0 2

Time Scan 2 2 0 0 1 1 or 2 1 NS

Eye-gaze NS NS NS NS NS NS 0 NS

Table 9: QUANTIFY

Disabled User
Groups

Techniques

Blin
d

Low
Vision

Deaf Speech
Impaired

Cognitively
Impaired

Language
Impaired

Motor
Impaired

Deaf-
Blind

With character string input 2 2 0 0 1 NS NS 2

Time scan
(keyboard emulation) NS NS NS NS NS NS 1 NS

Button push 1 1 or 2 0 0 2 1 or 2 2 1

Sketch Recognition 2 2 0 0 1 0 NS 2

Gesture Recognition 2 2 0 0 1 0 NS 2

Voice input 2 2 0 NS 1 NS 0 2

Prediction 2 2 0 0 1 NS 2 2

Eye-gaze
(keyboard emulation) NS NS NS NS NS NS 1 NS

Table 9: COMMAND INPUT
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3.3. Evaluation considerations

The following analysis is related to the characterisation of the interaction techniques for each disabled
user group, and is organised at three levels:

- disabled user group characteristics, needs and abilities,
- interaction tasks and requirements, and
- interaction techniques description and representative implementation scenarios.

Every disabled user group is examined separately for every interaction task and for every interaction
technique. The evaluation considerations have been mainly focused on the categories of blind, visually
impaired, language impaired, motor impaired users. For the categories of deaf, deaf-blind, speech
impaired and cognitively impaired users a short description of their interaction characteristics and
techniques is given.

3.3.1. BLIND

A blind user is able to receive information only if it is provided in non-visual (audio/tactile) form.
Consequently, in addition to the visual representation on the screen, the description of textual, pictorial
or graphical information should also be available in alternative media, accessible to a blind user. For
example, blind users can scan through a set of graphical items listening to their description by means
of a speech synthesiser.

A very important parameter, in this context, is the feedback of the technique used for the realisation
of a task. Each technique is characterised according to its requirement for discrete or continuous
feedback, the presence or absence of kinaesthetic feedback and the type of feedback provision (audio,
video or tactile form). Kinaesthetic feedback has to be considered for all the examined techniques.
However, kinaesthetic channel is not explicitly considered as a basic user channel since it functions
properly, for most blind users, and additionally it is not adequate as a stand alone channel compared
to audio/tactile. If feedback of user actions is normally provided in visual form, alternative feedback
(audio / tactile) is necessary. For example, the user action required for giving a character string input
with a conventional keyboard is a key stroke. Normally the feedback of this action is to show the
character on the screen, which is not appropriate for a blind user and alternative (audio/tactile)
feedback is required.

3.3.1.1. Selection

Information in audio/tactile form, is received serially, while the information provided in visual form
is received in a massively parallel way. For example, when a command menu is provided to a blind
user, the commands have to be described by speech. Because of the temporary nature of speech the
commands described cannot be scanned and so must be held in memory long enough for it to be
interpreted and acted upon. However, the amount of information that humans can actively retain in
this way is very limited, and this limited capacity must often be shared between other on-going
cognitive operations. Consequently, short term memory can be heavily loaded by this procedure, and
the size of the set from which the selection is made (number of alternative choices provided) must be
held low.

For a blind user, selection from a set of graphical items might introduce additional problems and limit
the possible interaction techniques. Even if a pin matrix display is available, recognition of small
graphical entities by tactile perception is very difficult and time consuming.
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Direct from screen

Direct selection from a visual screen by means of a light pen or a touch panel is an impossible task
for blind users.

Direct on a tactile surface

Exploring the touch-sensitive pin matrix device the blind user is able to receive a tactile description
of the screen. A description of the objects in braille/speech could help in cases where the objects on
the tactile surface are not well understood. If the user is experienced with this technique he will not
find any difficulty in pushing onto a specific area on the tactile surface which corresponds to the
desired item. The provision of feedback in tactile form, using this technique, is not causing any
problems to blind users.

Indirect with cursor match

This technique is realised through pointing devices, such as a tablet, mouse, joystick, or trackball
which require hand-eye coordination. This means that the user has to adjust his input according to the
feedback, so continuous feedback is required. Because of the lack of hand-eye coordination, blind users
face significant problems with the use of this technique. Alternative feedback (audio/tactile) is
required, for this technique to be useful by this user group. Additionally, in cases where tactile
continuity is not preserved, there is an additional load on the user’s short-term memory (e.g. when the
user has to use both the mouse and the keyboard). Repeatedly groping for the mouse or the joystick,
may cause frustration and poor performance.

Cursor control keys (arrow keys) might reduce such problems and provide the blind user with a more
accurate way of moving the cursor since they allow operation in only two possible directions (X-Y
axis) each time, and are less susceptible to accidental bumping than a mouse, a trackball, or a joystick.
In certain cases, as in selecting from a command menu, the utilisation of cursor control keys together
with a speech synthesis system that utters the description of the command possibilities (as the user
goes forward and backward in the menu), or a Braille description, are possible solutions.

In cases where the items are arbitrarily arranged (e.g. a collection of icons representing files in a file
folder) automatic rearrangement of items in a structured way could be provided in order to help the
user get a better conception of what is presented on the screen. The method of arrangement could be
predefined or selected by the user. In the former case, it should be clear to the user how the
arrangement is made. Due to the provision of automatic arrangements, automatic placement of the
cursor onto the item located next to the current highlighted item and in the direction to which the user
has moved the mouse or the joystick could be provided. In other words, what is required by the user
is not to continuously move the cursor until it reaches the desired item but only to move the mouse
(or any other pointing device) once in the direction of the desired item. Alternatively, in order to
indicate the required direction, the corresponding cursor control key can be pressed.

With character string input

If the user remembers the possibilities in a menu, or wants to select a command that has been
previously identified (e.g. heard, without going through the menu again to identify all the possibilities),
then this technique might be useful. Alternative feedback (audio/tactile) is required, for this technique
to be useful.

Time scan

In the case of blind users, this technique can be used for selection, if a description of the highlighted
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entity and the feedback to the user is provided each time in an acceptable way (for example, spoken
description, Braille, etc). When the description of the desired entity is given, the blind user can select
it by pressing a key from a function or an alphanumeric keyboard. It is useful for the delay to be kept
long enough, in order to give the user the opportunity to respond on time.

This technique might be especially useful for blind people when the items under selection are close
together on the screen or when they are arbitrarily arranged. In such a case it would be extremely
difficult for a blind user to locate the desired item using a mouse or even the cursor keys and
consequently a time scan selection is preferable.

Button push

The use of a programmed function keyboard for the realisation of this technique will not cause
significant problems to blind users, other than an increase in long-term memory load, whereby they
need to remember the correspondence of commands and function keys. If the information provided
guides the user to push a specific button, in order to choose the desired command/item shown on the
screen, the previously mentioned problems could be solved. The association of a small number of the
most commonly used commands with function keys, together with the use of labels with Braille dots
on these keys can minimize long-term memory load and the need for practising. Alternative feedback
(audio/tactile) is also required here.

However, if commands are presented as labelled buttons arranged on the screen (soft buttons) then this
technique is less useful for a blind user. The excessive time required by a blind user to locate the
required soft button on the screen may cause frustration and fatigue and consequently in this case,
another technique might be more appropriate.

Sketch recognition

The technique gives a blind user the opportunity to use both hands in order to interact with the
machine more efficiently. One hand can be used to explore the contents of the visual screen by means
of a mouse and a speech synthesis system, while the other can give commands by making the
appropriate sketches. Using this approach, which utilises both hands, the blind user can simultaneously
give a command and provide information about the corresponding item on the screen. For example,
the blind user moves the mouse over an icon, using the right hand, and a representative sound is
provided by the system as feedback, indicating the presence of an icon under the mouse cursor. If a
description of the icon is required, an appropriate sketch that stands for the command "DESCRIBE
ICON" can be made with the left hand. If the user then wishes to delete the icon an appropriate sketch
can again be made, such as an "X" for example, that stands for the command "DELETE". The
utilisation of both hands has also another interesting advantage. Since, during search through selection
possibilities, the mouse is constantly in one of the user’s hands, tactile continuity is preserved and
short-term memory load is decreased. Alternatively, instead of using a mouse, the screen contents can
be explored with the fingers by means of a pin matrix display which can give feedback about the
position of the user fingers. Anyway, feedback of user actions in appropriate forms (audio/tactile) is
required.

Gesture recognition

Gestures are obviously a very useful means of communication/interaction for blind people. Interaction
with both gestures and sketches offers to a blind user the possibility of simultaneous use of both hands
for more efficient interaction. However, depending on the context in which the technique is used, the
user can be more expressive with two-hand communication, when gestures are used instead of
sketches. The user has a basic kinaesthetic feedback of his actions (gestures), but additional feedback
in audio/tactile form is also very useful.
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Voice input

Besides the fact that voice input is a very natural selection method, this technique is especially useful
for blind people and in certain cases, where the use of the keyboard or the mouse might cause big
delays, can decrease the time required for the selection.

Eye gaze

This is an impossible technique for a blind user.

3.3.1.2. Position

The definition of the desired position requires coordination and / or orientation knowledge, which is
not the case with blind users who may not be able to understand the relation of objects in space and
can not receive visual feedback of their actions. For the blind user a confirmation of the indicated
position would be very helpful and prevent mistakes (for example, twice pointing on a tactile surface).
The resolution needed, in each application, to specify the desired position, influences the required
accuracy of user actions.

In cases where open loop procedure is utilised, (identifying the desired position directly with one
action, for example by pointing directly to a point on the screen), discrete feedback of user actions is
required. On the other hand, when closed loop is utilised, (meaning that the user adjusts the position,
based on the feedback, until the desired end result has been achieved), continuous feedback is required.
In the latter case the required movements depend on the resolution used. If the user has to move the
cursor over the screen, pixel by pixel, this will be almost impossible for a blind user having to adjust
his movement to the feedback, due to heavy cognitive load, causing immense fatigue.

Direct on the screen

Blind users are not able to pin-point a desired position on the screen, and this technique is
characterised as not suitable.

Direct on a tactile surface

Exploring the touch-sensitive pin matrix device the blind user is able to receive a tactile description
of the screen. If the user is experienced with this technique, he will not find any difficulty in pushing
on a specific part of the tactile surface which corresponds to the desired position.

Indirect control with cursor match

Generally the same conclusions hold here, as with the selection task. It is assumed that the user is able
to find the device (mouse, etc) and to use it. If the position is not known in advance, this technique
requires continuous feedback, which in fact makes the provision of alternative feedback (audio and/or
tactile) absolutely necessary. For these cases where the user knows the desired position, confirmation
of the position is sufficient.

With character string input

This technique will be useful to the blind user if he knows the coordinates of the desired position and
is able to use a keyboard. Even if these conditions hold, alternative feedback (audio/tactile) is needed
for the confirmation of the specified position.
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Time scan

This technique can be used to provide several positions to the user, which are scanned automatically,
enabling the user to stop at the desired position. This realisation will be helpful to the user, especially
if he knows in advance the positions he wants to indicate. However, feedback must be provided in
audio or tactile form.

Voice input

It is similar to the selection task, with the difference that the user has to utter the coordinates.

Eye-gaze

It is impossible for a blind user to use this technique.
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3.3.1.3. Quantify

If the blind user wants to quantify a parameter of information provided in visual form, this is not
possible, unless this information is provided in an alternative form (audio or tactile). Similar
conclusions hold for continuous or discrete feedback, as in the case of the position task.

Direct with valuator device

The use of this technique requires accuracy in movement and feedback suitable for the blind users.
In this case it is not possible to provide alternative feedback (audio/tactile) because the hardware
implementation of the devices used, do not usually allow any adaptations, in contrast to software
techniques (scale drive with one axis of locator device), which can be adapted to provide alternative
feedback. However, blind users could use this technique in some cases, for example in using a valuator
device to set the volume of a radio device, visual feedback is not required, because the setting is
adjusted to the perceived volume.

Direct on a tactile surface

Some difficulties may be experienced if the user is not familiar with this technique. However,
experienced users will not find any problems, especially when they don’t have to be very accurate in
the specification of the desired quantity on the tactile surface.

Scale drive with one axis of locator device

The feedback has to be provided in alternative form (audio/tactile). If the user knows in advance the
quantity to be specified then discrete feedback is required. If the user adjusts the input, based on the
feedback received, until the desired end result has been achieved, continuous feedback is required. In
the latter case the required movements depend on the resolution used. If the resolution used is high,
then the cognitive load is heavy and the use of the technique becomes very difficult.

With character string input

Similar to the position task. The difference in this task is that a quantity (number) is required, which
means that the user has to operate a small set of keys.

Time scan

Similar to the position task, with the difference that several quantities are presented by audio/Braille
to the user who needs to interrupt this action by pushing a key. It is a slow interaction technique, but
the user is able to use it, assuming that feedback is provided in audio/tactile form.

Eye-gaze

It is impossible for the blind user to use this technique.

3.3.1.4. Command Input

Having to remember the set of alternative commands, the user has to recall information from long term
memory. For the blind users, who are receiving information in audio/tactile form and have a heavy
long term memory load, this additional effort increases their cognitive load.
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With character string input

Alternative feedback (audio/tactile) should be provided, confirming the typed command.

Time scan - Keyboard emulation

There are some solutions to overcome the problems arising from this technique, but many problems
would remain (heavy cognitive load, slow interaction rate, etc) and this technique is, therefore,
considered not suitable for the blind users.

Button push

With some practice the user can learn to find the appropriate button to push, in order to activate a
command. Similar to the selection task, with the difference that in this case the cognitive load is
increased because of the long term memory load.

Sketch recognition

The need for hand-eye coordination in producing sketches, imposes difficulties to the blind user.
Alternative feedback and learning how to use sketches in order to express commands, is required. This
technique is useful for blind users in cases where short commands are required. If, for example, a
DOS command like "copy c:\wp51\*.* b:" should be expressed by sketches, this would be almost
impossible for the blind user.

Gesture recognition

This technique has similar consequences for the blind user as the above one, with the difference that
the use of gestures seems more natural to the user and the required learning time is lower, making
gestures preferable from sketches.

Voice input

It is easy and very convenient for blind users to use voice input, since it is a natural and quick way
of interaction and requires less motor activity than other techniques, but also in this technique
alternative feedback is required to confirm whether the command has been recognised.

Prediction

In the case of blind users, this technique can be used if a spoken description of the predicted
words/characters (usually shown on the screen, with the use of a prediction menu)
is utilised. This means that the user has to hear the predicted words/characters sequentially and then
choose the desired one, which, in fact, makes the technique very slow. Since blind users are, normally,
able to type quickly, this technique will not be useful for them.

Eye-gaze

It is impossible for the blind user to use this technique.
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3.3.2. VISUALLY IMPAIRED

Visually impaired people are a wide class of users having different problems. In the present context
we examine solutions for the accessibility of various interaction techniques related to magnification,
which is the most commonly used solution for the low vision user group. When magnification is used,
the user has a partial view of the screen. This means, for example, that if several items are shown on
the screen the user is able to see only a subset of them each time a magnification takes place. A
spoken description of the objects shown on the screen (e.g. text to speech transduction) would be very
helpful.

3.3.2.1. Selection

The size of the set from which the selection is made (or the range of the set size) should be such that
even after magnification is used (to the degree that satisfies the specific needs of a visually impaired
person) all the available options of the set should remain visible.

Direct on the screen

Magnification of the objects shown on the screen is needed, in order to make them visible.

Direct on a tactile surface

If the user is familiar with this method of receiving information he will not face any significant
problems, although some problems, due to the nature of this technique, may remain. However, this
technique is considered more suitable for blind users, since it does not take advantage of the low
visual abilities of the user.

Indirect with cursor match

Magnification of the objects shown on the screen and magnified labels on the devices (where possible)
are needed, in order to make the objects on the screen visible and the devices usable.

With character string input

Similar to the above technique, but here the user has to use the whole keyboard to type-in the name
of the object he wants to select.

Time scan

Magnification of the objects shown on the screen and magnified labels on the devices (where possible)
are needed, in order to make the objects on the screen visible and the devices usable.

Button push

As in the case with character string input, but here the user needs to use a small set of keys (buttons).

Sketch recognition

Assuming that the user is able to make sketches, magnification is needed on the screen, in order to
provide accessible feedback of the selection task to the user.
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Gesture recognition

Similar to the above. As with the case of the blind user, it is assumed that the low vision user is more
familiar with this interaction method, than with sketch recognition.

Voice input

As in the case of blind users.

Eye-gaze

Not suitable, because it requires high visual abilities.

3.3.2.2. Position

Accurate position can be achieved only with the use of magnification. In the case of one dimension
positioning, magnification is required only in one direction, and the visually impaired user can specify
the desired position "serially" without having to consider the overall screen contents. As the
dimensionality increases, it is more probable that the user may be "lost" trying to indicate a position,
after the magnification has taken place.

Direct on the screen

A number of adaptations are possible, but none could solve the main problems. If the user wants to
indicate a specific position on the screen he needs to explore the entire screen step by step, looking
at one (magnified) part of the screen at a time.

Direct on a tactile surface

Similar to the selection technique.

Indirect with cursor match

Similar comments as in the case of the selection tasks hold here also. With the use of magnification
the user has a partial view of the screen contents and a number of problems may arise which may slow
down the speed of interaction if, for example, a relative position (near to a specific item) needs to be
indicated.

With character string input

Similar to the selection task, with the difference that in this case the user has to give coordinates
(numbers), meaning fewer keys to stroke.

Time scan

Several positions shown on the screen magnified could help a visually impaired user to indicate the
desired position.

Voice input

As in the case of the selection task.
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Eye-gaze

This technique requires high visual skills, so it is not suitable for visually impaired users.

3.3.2.3. Quantify

Resolution is a very important parameter, since increased resolution causes increased problems for the
visually impaired user such as expressing the quantity, and increasing the scale of the magnification
required.

Direct with valuator device

In some cases where adaptations on the devices are possible (for example, labels with magnified
values), this technique would be suitable, although for the majority of cases this technique is not
expected to be suitable.

Direct on a tactile surface

Some problems would arise, as in the case of the position task, mainly due to the possible lack of
familiarity with this technique, but otherwise, the user is not expected to find any major problems.

Scale drive with one axis of locator device

Magnification is needed on the screen and, possibly, on the locator device labels.

With character string input

Similar to the position task.

Voice input

Similar to the position task.

Time scan

Similar to the position task.

Eye-gaze

This technique is not suitable for the visually impaired user.

3.3.2.4. Command Input

With character string input

Magnification of labels on the keys (where possible) and of characters on the screen are necessary.
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Time scan (keyboard emulation)

Even with soft keys magnified on the screen this technique causes considerable fatigue, so it is
characterised as not suitable.

Button push

Audio feedback (in addition to visual feedback) and large labels on the buttons would be very useful.

Sketch recognition

Similar to the above technique and the corresponding comments in the case of blind users (length of
the command, etc).

Gesture recognition

Similar to the above technique and the corresponding comments in the case of blind users.

Voice input

This technique is better for the visually impaired user than the previous two (naturalness of speech,
etc), even more so if the user is not familiar with using sketches and gestures to express commands.

Prediction

If the letters shown on the screen are big enough to be seen by visually impaired peoples, this
technique may considerably reduce the number of required keystrokes.

Eye-gaze

This technique is not suitable for visually impaired users.

3.3.3. DEAF

Whenever the information provided to deaf users is in visual form they will be in the same situation
as hearing users. Some problems may occur when audio feedback is provided as the basic medium for
the realisation of a specific technique, but these can be overcome by providing alternative feedback
(in visual form). Addressing deaf users who are able to speak it is understood that the interaction tasks
and techniques are suitable, unless user feedback is provided in audio form. In this case a transduction
of the audio information, to a visual/tactile form, would be useful.

Some techniques may be characterised not suitable for deaf users, on the grounds that they are not
primarily intended for them, rather than because of physical or functional limitations (e.g. eye gaze,
etc).

3.3.4. DEAF-BLIND

Deaf-blind users face the same problems, as blind users do, but since they are not able to receive audio
information, they can perceive information only if it is provided in tactile form and it would be
particularly helpful for them if Braille dots were available on the devices. Consequently, their tactile
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channel will be heavily loaded and the speed of interaction will be very slow. It is important to use
techniques that help deaf-blind users to interact efficiently and take advance of their functionality. For
example, deaf-blind users will be able to interact using a command with character string input, using
a keyboard, and the feedback of its actions can be provided in tactile form (Braille, etc). On the other
hand, a deaf-blind user may find it very difficult to specify a position indirect with cursor match using,
for example, cursor control keys, and adjusting the position according to the feedback (provided in
tactile form) and consequently this technique is characterised as not suitable.

3.3.5. SPEECH IMPAIRED

In this context speech impaired people are considered as those who cannot speak due to physical
impairment, but have no problem in understanding spoken or written language.

Most of the interaction techniques can be used by speech impaired people in the same way as by the
population at large, except voice input. Techniques such as direct on a tactile surface, eye-gaze and
time scan (for keyboard emulation) are considered not suitable for speech impaired people on the
grounds that they are especially designed to address needs of other disabled user groups and that such
techniques usually require special training and cause increased fatigue.

3.3.6. COGNITIVELY IMPAIRED

We consider cognitively impaired people those who have considerable problems in performing
complex operations, such as handling complex devices, or having to deal with many parameters when
using an interaction technique.

Interaction techniques such as direct on a tactile surface, eye-gaze and time scan (for keyboard
emulation) are not suitable for cognitively impaired people since they are especially designed to
address needs of other disabled user groups. The rest of the interaction techniques can be used by
cognitively impaired people with difficulty, the degree of which depends on the individual user
abilities.

Comparatively, direct techniques such as direct on the screen, button push, voice input, direct with
valuator device, etc, usually have low cognitive load and can be more easily used than other
techniques such as character string input, time scan, sketch / gesture recognition (when complex
sketches / gestures are considered), etc.

Finally, in order to facilitate access of the various interaction techniques, for cognitively impaired
people adaptations concerning the complexity of interaction techniques can be applied. In particular,
the words used during interaction could be simple and accompanied with pictures indicative of their
meaning, metaphors from real life would facilitate easier understanding of the concepts, etc. When
errors occur, proper guidance should be given with simple step by step instructions.

3.3.7. LANGUAGE IMPAIRED

This section considers users with difficulties in both writing, reading, speaking and understanding
speech while there are many cases where one or some of the above mentioned functions are not
affected.

Language impairment can be a result of a speech, hearing or cognitive disability or a combination of
these. As considerations for deaf, speech impaired and cognitively impaired people are addressed
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separately, language impaired people for the purpose of this examination are those who have
insufficient linguistic knowledge about the practical use of language in actual communication
situations, the meaning of words / sentences, and how words are combined into sentences with
appropriate grammatical and syntactic structure. Thus, they will have severe problems in reading /
writing text as well as in producing / receiving speech.

3.3.7.1. Selection

Independently from the technique used for selection, if the items in the set are represented on the
visual display graphically, then language impaired users are in better position to understand the
meaning of the items and select the desired one, than if the items were only provided in textual form.
Consequently, it is very important to define an appropriate and comprehensive set of pictorial
representations of the items (e.g. simple, easily distinguishable from each other, etc.) that will enable
language impaired people to easily and quickly understand their meaning. This is due to the large
number of items that would need to be represented pictorially and also due to the conceptual
limitations that, in most cases, accompany the language impairment.

Direct on the screen / Indirect with cursor match / Time scan / Button push

In those cases where pictorial representation of the items is available (alone or together with text),
these techniques can be normally used by language impaired people. Appropriate pictorial
representation could in principle be added to any textual information. For example, in the case of
button push, a concept keyboard or a tablet with alternating symbol layers could also be used. The
various options would be symbolically represented and the language impaired user could select the
desired item by just pressing onto the corresponding symbol.

Direct on a tactile surface

Designed to address the needs of blind or visually impaired people it is not generally suitable for other
disabled user groups.

With character string input

It is not a suitable technique for language impaired people since it requires the composition of text.

Sketch recognition / Gesture recognition

Both are suitable techniques for language impaired people since they do not require any linguistic
knowledge. As in the case of pictorial representation of items, appropriate sketches / gestures need to
be defined.

Voice input

It is not a suitable technique for language impaired people since it requires production of speech.

Eye-gaze

This is primarily designed to address the needs of motor impaired people, and it is not suitable for any
other disabled user group, particularly due to the fatigue caused to the user and the training required.
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3.3.7.2. Position

A language impaired user can indicate a position on the display, if all the items are presented in
pictorial form (e.g. graphics, icons, etc), since text information is usually meaningless.

Furthermore, considering the application requirements of the position task, as the complexity to
perform the task increases (increasing dimensionality, closed loop positioning, high resolution), the
problems posed to language impaired people also increase, due to their limited conceptual abilities.

Direct on the screen / Indirect with cursor match / Time scan

These are suitable techniques for language impaired people, since they do not require any linguistic
knowledge for their utilisation.

Direct on a tactile surface / With character string input / Voice input / Eye-gaze

These are not suitable techniques for language impaired users. The same comments as in the
corresponding case of the selection task are also applicable.

3.3.7.3. Quantify

The insufficient linguistic knowledge of language impaired people also affects their ability in
quantifying a measure. They may understand the meaning of quantity but may not be able to express
it using numbers. Thus, an alternative way of measurement (e.g. graphical representation of quantity)
should be provided to them.

Furthermore, considering the application requirements of the quantify task, as the resolution increases,
it becomes more difficult to have accuracy in quantifying the measure, especially in cases where
alternative and not so flexible methods of measurement, compared to numbering, are used.

In the cases where closed loop quantification is used, the situation may be easier for language impaired
people (than in the case of open loop), since the results of the quantification will be direct and thus,
corrections could also be applied directly.

Direct with valuator device

Since valuator devices are hardware implemented, adaptations cannot easily be applied to them. If the
result of the quantification is direct (for example, when tuning the pitch of sound) and accuracy is not
an important factor, or if graphical representation of quantity is available, the technique could be used
by language impaired people without causing significant problems. However, if accuracy is required,
some other method would be more suitable for them.

Scale drive with one axis of locator device

As a first step, the visual view of the scale (discrete or continuous) could help language impaired
people to quantify the measure empirically and with relative accuracy which, in most cases, is
adequate. If better accuracy is required, then instead of, or in addition to, using numbers, an alternative
method of measurement could be utilised. For example, in some cases it could be possible to place
"x" items in a row in order to represent a specific number "x". The number of the items may
correspond to relative rather than absolute values. However, some problems with this approach occur
when high resolution is required. In this case, an iterative process starting from general and going
down into more detailed values may be more suitable.
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Time scan

The same comments as in the previous case are also applicable here. An additional requirement is that
the scale should be discrete.

Direct on a tactile surface / With character string input / Voice input / Eye-gaze

They are not suitable techniques for language impaired users. The same comments as in the
corresponding case of the selection task are also applicable here.

3.3.7.4. Command input

The important parameter that should be taken into account when considering the command input task
for language impaired people, is the additional memory load posed to the user since the required
commands need to be remembered as well as the way they need to be composed into the appropriate
forms. The conceptual limitations of language impaired people necessitate the careful selection of
appropriate (e.g. simple, easily distinguishable from each other, easy to remember, etc.) coding of the
commands.

With character string input / Voice input

These are not suitable techniques for language impaired users. The same comments as in the case of
the selection task, are also applicable here.

Time scan (keyboard emulation)

This technique is not suitable for language impaired people since it requires text to be written.

Button push

Some often used commands could be coded on function keys with labels having appropriate pictorial
representations of the commands. Labels could also be put on standard function, such as "Esc",
"CapsLock", "Delete", "Home", etc. Thus, language impaired users need not remember which
command corresponds to the underlying key. For rarely used commands for which the coding is
changed depending on the specific application, the use of labels may or may not be appropriate as use
of this technique would cause additional memory load.

As in the case of the selection task, a concept keyboard or a tablet with alternating symbol layers may
be a more convenient method for giving the desired command, eliminating also the need for
remembering the commands.

Sketch recognition / Gesture recognition

The same comments as in the case of the selection task are also applied here. Furthermore, the
sketches / gestures corresponding to the required commands may be easier to remember, and also the
possibility for user-definable sketches / gestures could be offered as an alternative.

Prediction

This technique is not suitable for language impaired people since it requires text to be written.
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Eye-gaze (keyboard emulation)

This technique is not suitable for language impaired users for the same reasons as in the case of the
selection task and also because it requires text composition.

3.3.8. MOTOR IMPAIRED

When considering motor impaired users in relation to the different interaction tasks that need to be
performed, an important parameter that should be taken into account is whether the motor movements
required are fine, medium or gross. Consequently, the following examination addresses people with
fine movement impairments, people having tremor and people having gross movement impairments .
Furthermore, people who can use only one arm and hand have different requirements. For example,
they cannot use multiple key combinations or cannot use more than one devices simultaneously. Thus,
as a general comment, these people would require sequential use of keys or devices. Finally, when
motor impairment is related to reduced strength, the problems and the corresponding solutions are
different and thus they are examined separately.

3.3.8.1. Selection

The general requirement of the selection task (to specify the size of the set from which the selection
is made, if fixed, and the range of set size, if variable, in a way that minimizes user effort) is enhanced
in the case of motor impaired people since it is very important for them to minimize the number of
required movements.

Direct on the screen

It requires fine motor movements, thus it is not a suitable technique for motor impaired users.

Direct on a tactile surface

The requirement for extra fine motor movements as well as the special purpose of the technique (to
address the needs of blind or visually impaired people), make it not suitable for motor impaired users.

Indirect with cursor match

A method is needed that would enable motor impaired users to easily drive the cursor through the
available options. For example, four/two big keys corresponding to left-right and/or up-down direction
could be used.

With character string input

For this task the character string corresponds to the letter(s) or word given to choose an option. If a
conventional keyboard is used, the technique will not be suitable for motor impaired people.
Alternatively, and depending on the type of motor impairment of the specific user, special keyboards
or adaptations on standard ones could be used making this technique appropriate. For example, reduced
keyboards (for people with poor targeting/pointing abilities), miniature keyboards (for people with
limited range of movements), chordic keyboards (for people with single hand use), or keyguards
covering the keyboards (for people with poor hand control) could be utilised. But even with these
adaptations, the technique may still remain not suitable for severely impaired people (gross movement
impaired).
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Time scan

This is a suitable technique for motor impaired users requiring very limited motor movements (e.g.
using a single / double switch, or the suck and puff method). Nevertheless, some inherent features,
such as the high cognitive and medium perceptual and motor loads imposed on the user as well as the
slow interaction rate, make it more tiring than other techniques.

Button push

If buttons (e.g. function keys) are made big enough for motor impaired people to be able to use them,
then this technique would be suitable for most of them.

Sketch recognition / Gesture recognition

They both require fine motor movements, thus they are not suitable for motor impaired people. As an
exception, some primitive, easy to perform gestures could possibly be a very suitable technique for
those motor impaired people who cannot lift or push or have reduced strength.

Voice input

It is a very suitable and highly recommended technique for motor impaired people since it does not
require any motor movement besides the movements of the vocal tract.

Eye-gaze

This technique is especially designed for motor impaired people, particularly for severe cases, since
it requires only eye movement. Nevertheless, it is quite tiring for somebody to use it for a long period
of time, thus it is suitable for cases where no other technique could be utilised. Particularly, in the case
of the selection task, eye-gaze could be utilised quite efficiently by motor impaired people since it does
not require very high accuracy as opposed, for example, to the case of the position task.

3.3.8.2. Position

As the number of dimensions increases, the number and complexity of required motor movements in
order to specify a position also increase, thus posing more difficulties to motor impaired users.

Furthermore, in the case of closed loop position continuous motor movements are required, making
it more difficult compared to the open loop position.

As for the resolution, if the accuracy required to specify a position increases, motor impaired users
face more difficulties since finer motor movements are required and the possibility of making an error
is increased especially for people with tremor and fine movement impairments.

Direct on the screen

As in the case of the selection task, this technique is not suitable for motor impaired users.

Direct on a tactile surface

As in the case of the selection task, this technique is not suitable for motor impaired users.
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Indirect with cursor match

Provided that four big keys corresponding to the four directions (up, down, left, right) are used, most
motor impaired users could efficiently utilise this technique.

With character string input

For this specific task, the character string corresponds to the numerical coordinates that should already
be known to the user. Generally, it is not a suitable technique for motor impaired people due to the
number of keys required (one for each digit, at least) and the number of key presses which, depending
on the specific case, could be from two upwards. Nevertheless, if the user has the ability to operate
the keyboard using some kind of adaptation (e.g. reduced numeric keyboard, miniature numeric
keyboard, keyguard, etc), and prefers to use this technique instead of alternative ones, then this is
possible. Compared to the corresponding technique of the selection task, this is easier since it requires
only the numbers to be handled.

Time scan

It is assumed that the possible positions are standard and predetermined. In this particular case, time
scan is a very suitable technique for motor impaired people since it requires very limited motor
movements and also eliminates the need for accurate pointing. Nevertheless, the drawbacks of the
technique mentioned in the selection task are also applicable here.

Voice input

This is a very suitable technique for motor impaired people in case the numerical coordinates of the
position to be specified are already known. Alternatively, there is the possibility of driving the cursor
on the visual display using speech.

Eye-gaze

Generally, as in the case of the selection task, the use of eye-gaze eliminates the need for motor
movements, thus it is a suitable technique for motor impaired users. Nevertheless, with the present
state of the art of available devices, when high accuracy is required, the possibility of errors increases.

3.3.8.3. Quantify

As the number of resolvable units increases, the unwanted or involuntary movements also increase,
thus motor impaired people face more difficulties in quantifying the required measure.

When the value is specified in an open loop way, that is, the user knows in advance the exact value
to be given, the required movements are restricted, while in the case of closed loop, where the user
adjusts the value on the basis of feedback, continuing movements are required, thus posing increased
difficulty on motor impaired users.

Direct with valuator device

The use of potentiometers (linear or rotary) usually requires fine motor movements, thus it is not a
suitable technique for motor impaired users.
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Direct on a tactile surface

It is a non-suitable technique for motor impaired users as in the case of the selection task.

Scale drive with one axis of locator device

A possibility for efficient use of this technique by most motor impaired people could be to use two
big keys corresponding to the directions left-right, in the case of the horizontal axis, or up-down, in
the case of the vertical axis.

With character string input

For this specific task the character string corresponds to the number given in order to quantify a
measure. The same comments as in the corresponding case of position are also applicable here. The
only difference is that the number to be given need not be known by the user in advance since it is
usually displayed on the screen, thus posing less memory load on the user.

Voice input

The same comments as in the corresponding case of the selection task are also applicable here.

Time scan

Analogous as in the corresponding case of the selection task are also applicable here. Nevertheless,
in the case where the number of resolvable units is very high and the value to be given needs to be
very accurate, time scan is not the most appropriate technique to be used by motor impaired users.

Eye-gaze

The same comments as in the corresponding case of the selection task are also applicable here.

3.3.8.4. Command input

Motor impaired users would prefer to use coded commands (e.g. abbreviations, macros, etc.), where
possible, than enter the full command, even though, memory load would, in this case, be much higher.

With character string input

For this task character string corresponds to the name of the command, whether this is a full name or
a coded one. In the former case, the technique is not suitable for motor impaired users because it
requires a lot of keystrokes. In the case of coded commands, if adaptations are applied to the keyboard,
the technique could be utilised by some categories of motor impaired users (e.g. people with fine
movement impairments, or people having tremor) but there are still other techniques more appropriate
for them.

Time scan (keyboard emulation)

The same comments as in the corresponding case of the selection task are also applicable here.
Furthermore, user fatigue as well as the required time increases substantially in this case, because the
user needs to give commands that may range from a single word to a full series of words.
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Button push

It could be used by some categories of motor impaired users (e.g. people with fine movement
impairment, or people having tremor) if adaptations are applied to the keyboard (e.g. using bigger
keys, changing sensitivity of keys, etc).

Sketch recognition

It requires fine motor movements and thus it is not suitable for motor impaired people.

Gesture recognition

It also requires fine motor movements and thus it is not suitable for motor impaired people. Compared
to the corresponding technique used for selection, it would be much more difficult for people having
reduced strength or those who cannot lift or push to make gestures in order to give a command, since
the number and complexity of required motor movements increases.

Voice input

The same comments as in the corresponding case of the selection task are also applicable here.
Particularly, due to the increased requirements for motor movements, the use of speech input to give
commands results in a very efficient user-to-terminal interaction in the case of motor impaired users.
However, commands having many parameters and containing characters other than the ones used in
the alphabet (e.g. /, *, :, @, <, |), may cause some problems to the user in trying to express them using
speech.

Prediction

This technique could be utilised by some categories of motor impaired people (e.g. people with fine
movement impairment or people having tremor), if a reduced keyboard is used with big keys
corresponding to more than one characters.

Eye-gaze (keyboard emulation)

In this particular case, if long commands may need to be given, eye-gaze can be a quite tiring
technique for motor impaired users. Additionally, the possibility of making errors increases
considerably due to fatigue and the small area on which the user could gaze upon (the large number
of keys that need to be presented on the visual display, may result in small unit area).
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4. INVESTIGATION OF BLIND USERS INTERACTION REQUIREMENTS

The case of blind users is taken as an example, in order to identify their interaction requirements in
the context of a B-ISDN environment and propose adequate solutions that would address the
difficulties faced by blind users in interacting with the foreseen telecommunication environment. This
aims to evaluate the theoretical outcomes presented in this report for the particular user group.

Currently available solutions provide interactive access to blind users in a textual environment; textual
information displayed on the screen may be presented in tactile form, via a transitory Braille display,
and/or in audio modality, with the use of a text-to-speech conversion. However, blind users have no
access to graphical information presented on a visual display unit (as a bitmap). For example, textual
information presented graphically becomes inaccessible to the blind user. Moreover, blind users can
not handle graphical user interfaces based on WIMPs (Windows, Icons, Mice and Pull-Down Menus)
and the supported direct manipulation techniques, such as indirect selection with cursor match using
a mouse (see Chapter 2), for accessing the terminal and service functions.

Consequently, it is expected that blind users will face severe problems in accessing the foreseen
multimedia telecommunication services / applications and in interacting with multi-tasking graphical
environments. In order to overcome the problems encountered, the user interface needs to be
configured taking into account the interaction abilities of blind users.

4.1 An observational study: Interaction of blind users with a multi-tasking graphical
environment

Description

As an example of investigations that have been carried out, an observational study is reported here,
which has been conducted in order to examine some of the difficulties that blind users may experience
in performing specific actions, such as navigation and utilisation of various interaction techniques /
devices in a multitasking graphical environment.

A group of eight blind and three inexperienced sighted users took part in this observational study.
None of the subjects had previous experience with multi-tasking (graphical) user interfaces; two blind
subjects had some previous experience with computers while all three sighted users had adequate
previous experience in using computers, in a text-based environment. The subjects varied in age (from
19 to 55), sex, educational background and profession.

Due to the lack of any previous experience of the subjects with graphics-based environments and
computers in general, a series of introductory mini seminars took place, where each subject was
familiarised with the utilisation of the devices and the concepts of the multi-tasking (graphical)
environment (e.g. windows, menus, selection by the mouse, etc) [SHEP85]. In addition, a brief
presentation was given regarding the purpose of the mini trials and the tasks that were to be
performed.

Graphical environments provide all the information in visual form and are therefore inaccessible by
blind users, unless adaptations are made to help users to utilise the environment. For the purpose of
this observational study the graphical environment has been augmented with auditory information (pre-
recorded spoken messages) providing navigation to the environment and feedback to subjects actions.

The observational study consisted of three separate experimental activities. Each experimental activity
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was specially designed to address one or more of the specific issues of the observational study. More
specifically:

- The first experimental activity has examined difficulties faced by the subjects in utilising the mouse
in a multi-tasking environment (the case of a "position" interaction task realised with a "indirect with
cursor match" interaction technique has been examined in this context), as well as the number of
working areas the subjects could deal with in such an environment. This activity consisted of two
parts. In the first part, four working areas were provided to the subject, while in the second part the
number increased to six. The subjects were expected to use the mouse in order to move from one
working area to another. Spoken messages were provided as feedback to mouse movements. More
specifically, each time the mouse pointer entered a particular working area, an associated (to the
working area) pre-recorded spoken message was provided. There were two more messages; one
indicating that the pointer entered the separating region and a second announcing that the pointer
reached the screen’s border.

- The second experimental activity was closely related to the first one. The subject was provided with
a set of virtual working areas. The transition among the working areas was achieved by the utilisation
of a predefined set of keys of the workstation’s keyboard. Spoken messages were provided as the
feedback to the various user actions. This experimental activity has aimed to identify the degree of
effectiveness of keyboard utilisation by the subjects and to establish a basis for comparing keyboard
and mouse utilisation for accomplishing the same interaction task as in the first experimental activity
(i.e. position). Additionally, this activity, consisting of two parts, has been designed to provide
supplementary data regarding the effective number of working areas the subjects could deal with. In
each part, the user was provided with a set of six working areas. In the first part, six keys were
reserved for the transition among the provided working areas, while in the second part only two keys
were provided for this purpose.

- The aim of the third experimental activity, again consisting of two parts, has been to observe how
the subjects would interact with different organisations of menus, similar to those used in typical
graphical user interfaces. More specifically, the user was asked to perform several selections in the
menus ("selection" interaction tasks realised by means of the "with character string input" interaction
technique using the keyboard). The subjects were informed about the options they could choose at
each level and the keys on the keyboard which corresponded for each choice, with pre-recorded spoken
messages. In the first part the menu items were organised in two groups, in a similar way to a menu-
bar with two pull-down menus; in the second part, the menu items of the second group were further
organised into two subgroups, in a similar way to a cascaded menu of a graphical environment.

After a short training session, where the subjects were familiarised with the various experimental
environments, each subject was observed separately for a short period of time during which he/she was
asked to perform a specific set of tasks for each experimental activity.

The experimental environments were built upon a SUN SPARC Workstation running UNIX. Graphical
user interfaces were developed using the OSF Motif Widget Set (in the first two experimental
activities) and the Serpent User Interface Management System [SERP91] working on the MIT Athena
Widgets (in the third experimental study). Soundtool of Openwindows (the X-based windowing system
of SUN Microsystems) was used in order to record and replay sounds and spoken messages.

Log-files were used to record the actions of the subjects during the execution of the experimental
activities. An interview was conducted after each session based on a questionnaire designed to
complement the observational study. Additionally, each subject was asked to comment and discuss
his/her experience.
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Results

The recorded data (answers to the questions of the questionnaire and the actions of the subjects
recorded on the log-files) have been analysed, taking also into account specific observations of the
study supervisor, and the following results were extracted:

- The subject group of blind users was helped considerably by the pre-recorded spoken messages
provided during the whole observational study. This result complies with the theoretical outcomes of
the evaluation of the interaction techniques conducted in Chapter 3, where, as far as the specific
interaction techniques used by blind users in this Observational Study (i.e. "indirect with cursor match"
and "with character string input" in the context of a position and select task respectively), it has been
stated that these techniques require adaptations, such as use of alternative media for the provision of
feedback, in order to be useful by blind users.

- In the first two experimental activities, the number of six working areas was found to be efficiently
manageable by all subjects (blind and sighted).

- Having used the mouse (in the first experimental activity) and the keyboard (in the second
experimental activity) to perform the same basic task in a multi-tasking environment (move between
working areas) most of the subjects (blind and sighted) preferred the keyboard, as more accurate and
more efficient. However, some blind users were not always successful in using the keys on the
keyboard (e.g. wishing to press a key once, they actually pressed the key several times), mainly
because of lack of experience in handling keys on a keyboard. Moreover, difficulties have been
detected in using the mouse (most of them picked the mouse up while trying to move it to a new
position), mainly as a result of first time use9.

- In the second experimental activity some of the subjects (blind and sighted) preferred to use one key
to select each working area (Part 1) rather than using two keys to move forward and backward through
the working areas (Part 2), while others preferred the utilisation of two keys, because they had to
remember the correspondence of two keys, instead of six.

- Dealing with different menu organisations, in the third experimental activity, approximately half of
the blind subjects preferred a simple organisation of the selectable items, while the remaining blind
subjects preferred to cope with a more complex, but also more logical, organisation of the same items.

- In general, the inexperienced subject group of sighted users interacted in a similar way to the subject
group of blind users (e.g. both preferred the keyboard from the mouse for moving between working
areas). However, sighted users were not significantly helped by the use of spoken messages (which
were characterised as not so useful and even annoying).

Moreover, in this observational study it has been clearly reaffirmed that all subjects, and in particular
blind users, need to be systematically trained before they are able to use a multi-tasking environment
[CARD83].

9 It is difficult for a blind user to capture the meaning of indirect / relative movement.
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4.2 Possible adaptations of the User Interface for blind users

Taking into account the above results of the observational study and the interaction requirements /
abilities of blind users, the following adaptations of the user-to-terminal and user-to-service interface
can be proposed:

- Audio information (e.g. sounds, pre-recorded spoken messages) could be used to assist blind users
in their navigation through the multi-tasking environment.

- Blind users can be assisted in performing some basic tasks in a multi-tasking environment, such as
for example to move between working areas (windows), using the keyboard instead of the traditional
pointing device (mouse).

- Blind users can be assisted in using one working area of a multi-tasking user interface at a time,
which implies sequential exploration of the information presented in several working areas.

Furthermore, the following conclusions can be drawn from the conducted practical investigation:

- There is considerable potential in the use of input devices by blind users in graphical, multitasking
environments, if these can be combined with the provision of appropriate information in
communication channels perceivable by blind users (e.g. audio and/or tactile channel) [EMIL91].

- An extension of the existing metaphors used in Graphical User Interfaces, such as the Desk Top
metaphor, is needed in order to fulfil the functional requirements of blind users. The development of
a number of new verbal metaphors, can increase the learnabilitty and memorability of the particular
service/application. These new metaphors have to be build on the auditory and tactile senses of blind
users and exploit the possibilities offered within a multimedia environment. Towards this goal, the
developed systems should provide blind users with as much feedback as possible, including
redundancy where needed (i.e. provision of the same information using various output channels).
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This report has examined the suitability of various interaction techniques for different categories of
disabled people in a B-ISDN multimodal interaction environment; it has not addressed the combination
of modalities for the execution of a single task nor the appropriate combination of modalities in
successive user tasks. In order to meet the specific needs of people with special needs, the basic set
of interaction techniques found in [FOLE84] have been extended to address various combinations of
media and special purpose devices.

Issues related to the lexical level of interaction specifically addressing the requirements of various
categories of user groups with special needs have been studied, and a methodology has been defined
for selecting appropriate interaction techniques and devices for the accomplishment of interaction tasks,
according to the particular user needs. Some of the general criteria applied for evaluating the usability
of interaction techniques are user load (expressed in terms of perceptual, cognitive and motor load),
user input and output channel, error proneness and feedback.

The suitability of interaction techniques is a critical issue when designing a User Interface. The results
of the examination that has been carried out can be exploited by User Interface developers, not only
in the context of B-ISDN environment, but also in the wide domain of multimedia User Interfaces,
in order to efficiently address the particular needs of users with disabilities.

Additionally, a practical investigation of the interaction requirements of blind users and the
possibilities offered by the B-ISDN environment has been conducted in the form of observational
studies, examining interaction of blind and inexperienced sighted users with a multi-tasking (graphical)
environment, which investigated some of the theoretical findings of this report.

The results of this investigation have been provided in terms of specific guidelines and rules for using
different modalities and special purpose devices for appropriate realisation of physical interaction
techniques. Designers of User Interfaces for user-to-service interaction must explicitly reflect such
informally expressed knowledge into the designed dialogues. One of the future goals of relevant
research activities is to build tools enabling representation of such rules in machine form and which
could automatically perform the most appropriate selection of interaction techniques meeting particular
user needs. In this respect, a type of design assistance methods can be incorporated within the tools
for developing user interfaces, while the knowledge incorporated in these tools will ensure that the
needs of disabled users are always taken into consideration (see also [HOM93]).

An important issue that should be addressed, which emerged during the practical investigation
conducted with blind and inexperienced users, is the diversity of abilities, needs and preferences which
can be recognised even between the members of the same user group. When considering the user
group of blind users, for instance, the abilities, needs and preferences of users who have been born
blind differ from those who lost their sight later in their life. Moreover, the abilities, needs and
preferences of users who are already familiar with the metaphors used in computer-based services /
applications vary from those who are inexperienced with the use of computers and the utilisation of
services / applications.

Therefore, a tool which would automatically perform the selection of the most appropriate interaction
techniques, should not be based only on the outcomes found in Chapter 3 in a straightforward way,
but also take into account the particular user (group) issues, thus proceeding to a fine tuning of the
evaluation of the interaction techniques. Such a fine tuning builds on the introduction of usability
criteria, which are subject to the particular end user abilities, needs and preferences. A possible
direction in this domain is the construction of prototype user models which would serve to the binding
of the particular service / application interaction tasks to the most favourable interaction techniques.
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